1. The eligible applicant is a Slovak legal entity or a Slovak natural person - an entrepreneur who holds a valid certificate of competence for research and development under para. 26a sect. 11 or 12 of Act No. 172/2005 Coll. as amended.

2. The Application must be submitted via the electronic application system as provided in the Project electronic application system manual. The Agency does not guarantee successful submission of the electronic forms via electronic application system in case of the system overloading or sending an electronic version of the Application in the last hours before closing the system. In this case, the Applicant assumes full responsibility for such unsuccessful submission of electronic version of the Application.

3. The Application (Part A to E) must be submitted on the prescribed electronic form.

4. The following documents, signed by the statutory representative(s), must be delivered to the SRDA within the given deadline in a paper form:
   a) RD-E Application Form (the original signature is required),
   b) RD-A5 Application Form (scanned signatures of foreign partner will be accepted).

5. The electronic and paper-based versions of the Application must be identical.